WE HAVE A TEMPERATURE AROUND THE 30º MARK, MAYBE NOT THE BEST WEATHER FOR RUGBY.
THIS IS THE GIRLS OFSAA RUGBY ACTION GETTING UNDER WAY AT EASTWOOD COLLEGIATE IN KITCHENER THIS HOUR.
HOPEFULLY PLENTY OF WATER BREAKS FOR THE GIRLS.
GOOD AFTERNOON, THANKS FOR JOINING US.
A SCORCHING SUMMER-LIKE DAY ACROSS WATERLOO REGION WITH A HUMIDEX FEELING CLOSER TO 36º.
THE HEAT TOP OF MIND FOR MANY, ESPECIALLY THOSE PARTICIPATING IN ORGANIZED OUTDOOR SPORTS TODAY.
CTV's KRISTA SHARPE IS FOLLOWING THIS STORY AND JOINS US LIVE FROM EASTWOOD COLLEGIATE WHERE THE OFSAA GIRLS RUGBY CHAMPIONSHIP IS UNDER WAY.
HOW ARE THE GIRLS HANDLING THE HEAT?
>> Reporter: THERE ARE PLENTY OF WATER BREAKS.
THE SMELL OF SUNSCREEN IS ALSO IN THE AIR, BUT THIS BEING THE FIRST OFSAA CHAMPIONSHIP SINCE 2019, I'M TOLD THAT THE GIRLS ARE SORT OF PUTTING THE HEAT ASIDE.
THEY'RE JUST EXCITED TO BE ON THE FIELD.
SO AS OF RIGHT NOW, THE GAME BEHIND US HERE HAPPENING IS KITCHENER COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE VERSUS BRANTFORD COLLEGIATE FOR THE CONSULATE SEMI-FINAL.
THIS IS DAY TWO OF THE CHAMPIONSHIP.
THE GIRLS HAVE A FEW BUMPS AND BRUISES FROM YESTERDAY, BUT THAT'S JUST RUGBY.
WE SPOKE TO ONE OF THE COACHES AND TEACHERS ABOUT HOW THE GIRLS ARE PREPARING TO PLAY IN THIS EXTREME HEAT.
LOTS OF WATER, OF COURSE, THEY WERE OUT HERE ALL DAY YESTERDAY, THAT WAS A LONG DAY, AND BACK IN THE HEAT AGAIN TODAY. HOPEFULLY THEY'VE BEEN HYDRATING LAST NIGHT AND YESTERDAY. WE'VE HAD GATORADE WATER OUT HERE ALL DAY, SO THEY SHOULD BE GOOD TO GO.

Reporter: NOW, I'M TOLD THE GIRLS ARE HAVING WATER BREAKS ABOUT EVERY FIVE TO TEN MINUTES. YOU CAN SEE EACH TEAM HAS THEIR OWN TENT SET UP FOR SHADE AS WELL, ALEX. TOMORROW IS THE GOLD MEDAL CHAMPIONSHIP. THAT WILL BE A LITTLE BIT COOLER TEMPERATURES, BUT TODAY, WATER IS THE KEY IF YOU'RE SPENDING TIME OUTSIDE.

Thank you very much, Krista. And turning to our first check on the forecast, Shannon Bradbury standing by outside. There's also a special weather statement in place this hour.

Yeah, there certainly is. That's pretty widespread throughout most of southwestern Ontario. There are a few locations including the city of Toronto, also closer to Windsor-Essex under the heat criteria. The temperatures are going to be warm all across the board. There's a look at the advisories, special weather statements in the grey and then also the heat warnings, areas like the city of Toronto, parts of the GTA towards extreme southwestern Ontario. Notice areas closer to the Niagara region, not under that advisory. Temperatures are going to very hot and humid, but these
ARE ALL BASED ON THE CRITERIA. DAYTIME HIGHS COVERAGE AROUND 30º THIS AFTERNOON LOCALLY AND WITH THE HUMIDEX CLIMBING TO THE MID TO UPPER 30s. LITTLE RELIEF EXPECTED OVERNIGHT. OVERNIGHT LOWS HOVERING AROUND 20º AS WELL. THAT’S ONE REASON THE ADVISORS ARE IN PLACE. WITH THE HUMIDEX, WE’RE FEELING LIKE 33º IN KW, 36º IN TORONTO AND 35º IN WINDSOR AND 32 IN MOUNT FORREST AND 33º IN BARRIE. WIND HAVE DIED DOWN COMPARED TO YESTERDAY. STILL WEST WINDS SUSTAINED LOCALLY ABOUT 20km/h AND GUSTING UP TO AROUND 30º IN THE DAY BUT JUST A LITTLE BIT OF A BREEZE. HERE’S OUR SATELLITE AND RADAR, NOT ONLY IS IT HOT AND HUMID, BUT ONCE AGAIN MAINLY SUNNY. LOTS OF SUNSHINE CONTINUING THROUGH THIS AFTERNOON AND AS KRISTA MENTIONED, SHADE IS KEY, WATER IS KEY AS WELL. TAKE CARE IN THIS HEAT AND HUMIDITY. AS WE GET THROUGH THE OVERNIGHT IN TO TOMORROW, A BIT OF A CHANGE IS ON THE WAY AS A COLD FRONT SWEEPS THROUGH. THAT BRINGS THE CHANCE OF FOR THUNDERSTORM ACTIVITY. WE’LL TIME IT OUT IN A LITTLE BIT IN THE LONG-RANGE FORECAST. >> THANK YOU, SHANNON. >>> ANOTHER STEP TOWARDS A CONSUMPTION AND TREATMENT SERVICES SITE IN CAMBRIDGE. THIS MORNING, IT WAS ANNOUNCED THAT THE AIDS COMMUNITY OF CAMBRIDGE, KITCHENER-WATERLOO AND AREA WILL APPLY TO THE PROVINCE TO OPERATE THE SITE. KRISTA SIMPSON IS FOLLOWING THIS STORY. >> Reporter: THIS IS THE NEXT
STEP IN THE PROCESS OF GETTING CTS UP AND RUNNING IN CAMBRIDGE MONTHS AFTER CITY COUNCIL APPROVED A LOCATION FOR THE SITE. THAT BEING 150 MAIN STREET IN THE GALT CORE. NOW AKWA WILL BE APPLYING TO THE PROVINCE TO BE THE OPERATOR OF THE CTS WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE CAMBRIDGE NORTH DUMPHRIES HEALTH TEAM AND OTHER COMMUNITY PARTNERS.


>> IN CAMBRIDGE, OVER THE LAST FOUR OR FIVE YEARS, WE'VE LOST AROUND 100 INDIVIDUALS TO OVERDOSE, AND I'M CERTAIN THAT THE COMMUNITY DOES NOT WANT ANOTHER LIFE LOST DUE TO DRUG POISONING OR DRUG TOXICITY. WE WANT A SAFE PLACE WHERE PEOPLE CAN USE WITHOUT STIGMA AND RECEIVE SUPPORTS TO KEEP THEM AS HEALTHY AS THEY CAN BE AS WELL AS OPEN THE DOOR TO ENGAGEMENT WITH OTHER SERVICES THAT MAY HELP THEM ALONG THEIR JOURNEY WITH REGARDS TO THEIR HEALTH AND WELL-BEING WHICH MAY INCLUDE ARE RECOVERY AND VARIOUS FORMS OF TREATMENT AS WELL.

>> THERE IS AN OVERWHELMING UNDERSTANDING OF THE URGENCY TO GET THIS SERVICE PUT IN PLACE. AS SOON AS WE GET THE GREEN
LIGHT, WE WOULD BE WORKING TO
MOVE THAT FORWARD AS SOON AS WE
POSSIBLY CAN.

>> Reporter: CAMERON NOTES IN
MANY CASES, AFTER THE CTS
APPLICATION IS APPROVED, THE
PROVINCE HAS ALLOWED AN OPERATOR
TO START RUNNING A TEMPORARY
SITE SOON AFTER WHILE THE MAIN
SITE IS CONSTRUCTED.

>> CTV’s KRISTA SIMPSON
REPORTING LIVE, THANK YOU,
KRISTA.

>>> THE DEFENSE HAS CLOSED ITS
CASE IN THE AIDAN AND ANGUS KEE
MURDER TRIAL.
THIS MORNING, THE LAWYERS
REPRESENTING THE GUELPH BROTHERS
SAY THEY WON’T BE CALLING ANY
MORE EVIDENCE.
YESTERDAY, AIDAN KEE TOOK THE
STAND CLAIMING HE DID NOT INTEND
TO STAB NICK TANTI.
CLOSING ARGUMENTS ARE SCHEDULED
FOR FRIDAY AND THEN THE CASE
WILL BE IN THE HANDS OF THE JURY
ON MONDAY.
AIDAN KEE IS FACING A
SECOND-DEGREE MURDER CHARGE IN
CONNECTIOn WITH TO THE STABBING
DEATH OF NICK TANTI IN FEBRUARY
OF 2020.
ANGUS KEE IS CHARGED WITH
ACCESSORY AFTER THE FACT.

>>> SHOCKING NEWS OUT OF TWO
TORONTO SCHOOLS, POLICE HAVE
CHARGED THREE TEENAGERS AFTER
TWO SEPARATE INCIDENTS OF
STUDENTS BEING SHOT WITH PELLET
GUNS YESTERDAY.
THEY ARRIVED AT BOTH SCHOOLS AND
FOUND TWO TEENS SHOT BY A PELLET
GUN.
WITHIN 24 HOURS, TWO TEENS WERE
FOUND WITH PELLET GUN WOUNDS
INSIDE TWO DIFFERENT HIGH
SCHOOLS IN THE CITY.
CTV’s AUSTIN DELANEY HAS A
CLOSER LOOK AT THAT.

>> Reporter: CLASSES ARE ABOUT
TO BEGIN AT WESTIN COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE AND STUDENTS ARE LEARNING OF A SHOOTING ON THE PROPERTY AFTER SCHOOL YESTERDAY. A 15-YEAR-OLD BOY TAKEN TO HOSPITAL AFTER BEING SHOT IN THE HEAD AND ARM WITH A PELLET GUN. >> I DON'T KNOW, MAN. THAT STUFF DOESN'T USUALLY HAPPEN AT THIS SCHOOL. THERE'S BEEN A LOT OF POLICE CARS AROUND HERE LATELY. >> LIKE I SAID BEFORE, WE DON'T KNOW WHO HAS ANY TYPE OF WEAPONS IN THE SCHOOL. SO IT'S A BIT NOT SAFER FOR EVERYONE. >> Reporter: THIS WAS NOT THE ONLY SCHOOL SHOOTING YESTERDAY. A 17-YEAR-OLD GIRL WAS SHOT WITH A PELLET GUN INSIDE ANOTHER SCHOOL OVER THE LUNCH HOUR AND TAKEN TO HOSPITAL WITH NON-LIFE THREATENING INJURIES, A 15-YEAR-OLD BOY ARRESTED. LAST THURSDAY OUTSIDE WILLIAM DAVIS PUBLIC SCHOOL IN SCARBOROUGH, A 27-YEAR-OLD MAN SPOTTED WEARING A TRENCH COAT AND CARRYING A RIFLE WAS SHOT DEAD BY TORONTO POLICE. THE RIFLE TURNED OUT TO BE A PELLET GUN. BACK AT WESTERN COLLEGIATE TODAY, PARENTS ARE CONCERNED. >> I WAS WORRIED. I WAS WORRIED. MY CHILDREN GOING TO THIS SCHOOL, SO I'M JUST -- I'M ALWAYS WORRIED ABOUT THE GUNS. >> Reporter: STUDENTS TELL US, THEY ARE SCARED TO COME TO SCHOOL SOME DAYS. >> I DON'T LIKE IT, HOW THINGS ARE GOING OUT. LUCKILY, IT'S MY LAST YEAR, SO I DON'T REALLY HAVE TO DEAL WITH ANYTHING LIKE THIS. >> Reporter: THEY SAY PELLET GUNS FROM NO PLACE IN SCHOOL
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS OUT WITH A GUN CONTROL BILL FOCUSED ON INCREASED HANDGUN RESTRICTIONS. IT'S A CENTRAL FEATURE OF FIREARM CONTROL LEGISLATION TABLED YESTERDAY. THE BILL WOULD ALSO TAKE AWAY GUNS LICENSES FROM PEOPLE INVOLVED IN ACTS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OR CRIMINAL HARASSMENT LIKE STALKING. THE GOVERNMENT PLANNING TO FIGHT SMUGGLING AND TRAFFICKING BY INCREASING PENALTIES AND PROVIDING MORE TOOLS IN FIGHTING FIREARMS CRIME AND STRENGTHENING BORDER MEASURES.

A RESPONSE TO RISING GUN VIOLENCE FROM OTTAWA AS THE LIBERALS TABLE NEW FIREARMS LEGISLATION CALLING IT THE STRONGEST IN A GENERATION. BUT AS CTV's HEATHER BUTTS TELLS US, SOME GUN OWNERS SAY THE RULES GO AFTER THE WRONG PEOPLE.

FOR MORE THAN 15 YEARS, SURVIVORS OF THE DAWSON COLLEGE SHOOTING HAVE BEEN CALLING FOR STRICTER GUN LAWS. MEAGHAN HENNEGAN WAS SHOT TWICE. IT LEAVES A LOT OF PAIN. IT LEAVES A LOT THAT NEEDS TO BE HEALED, AND THAT WILL, YOU KNOW, DECADES, DECADES IT WILL TAKE.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS AIMING TO COMBAT THE ISSUE OF GUN VIOLENCE ACROSS THE COUNTRY. CANADA'S MOST SIGNIFICANT ACTION ON GUN VIOLENCE IN A GENERATION.

LEGISLATION TABLED STOPS SHORT OF AN OUTRIGHT BAN ON HANDGUNS BUT CALLS FOR A NATIONAL FREEZE ON BUYING,